The Value of a Fire Protection Engineering Degree

BY CRAIG H. SHELLEY

Today's chiefs must be knowledgeable in many disciplines. They must be familiar with accounting practices and budgeting, personnel counseling, personnel issues, leadership, ethics, regulatory matters, and other legal aspects relating to the fire service, to name a few.

A chief's educational experience now must be much more extensive than in previous years. Many recruiting advertisements seek chief candidates who possess the Executive Fire Officer Designation (EFO) and the Chief Fire Officer Designation (CFOD). At a minimum, a bachelor's degree is required with a master's degree highly desirable. Some postings even require a master's degree. But, as a prospective chief, in what field of study should your degree be concentrated? As more and more fire service personnel obtain educational degrees, it may be the field of study that sets you apart during the selection process.

Many in the fire service have general business degrees. As far as fields of study are concerned, this degree will help in the performance of a chief's duties. Some people have fire service administration degrees. This type of degree may be more desirable to the selection committee evaluating a candidate.

Benefits of a Degree

What about a fire protection engineering degree? First, let's look at what fire protection engineering is. It is the application of science and engineering principles to protect people and their environment from the destructive effects of fire. It includes the analysis of fire hazards; mitigation of fire damage by proper design, construction, arrangement, and use of building materials, structures, and industrial processes; design, installation, and maintenance of fire detection, suppression, and communications systems; and postfire investigation and analysis.

According to the Society of Fire Protection Engineers, fire protection engineers use the latest technologies to design systems that control fires, alert people to danger, and provide means for escape; evaluate buildings to pinpoint the risk of fires and the means to prevent them; conduct fire safety research on consumer products and construction materials; and investigate fires to discover how fire spreads, why protective measures failed, and what measures could have been different.

A fire protection engineering degree may be just the ticket for moving ahead in a fire department or career.
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analytical thinking process may be very useful in these situations. I recently was watching a television program that showcased a woman's house. She was an artist, an architect, a musician, and an engineer. She stated during the interview that she used the analytical thinking and skills obtained during her engineering career to learn how to play the piano. I am not saying that all engineers or chiefs will be able to play the piano but that analytical skills are useful in solving complex problems.

The fire protection engineering degree is one more option in degree choices for the aspiring firefighter and chief. In today's society, it may be the one item that sets one individual apart from another. It may be the completion of an advanced academic degree, analytical thinking skills, or added value to an organization. A fire protection engineering degree may be just the ticket for moving ahead in a fire department or career.
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UK Fire Helmet Flashlight Systems Not Hype, Just Performance

The Originator and Still the Best Fire Flashlight Helmet Kit On the Market

UK knew firefighters could break a bowling ball in a rubber room, so we built the new Fire Helmet Flashlight System accordingly.

The UK Fire Helmet Flashlight System Includes:
- Bright, tough and lightweight UK 4AA eLED® Fire Helmet Flashlight
- UK Rylee Clip for line of sight flashlight mounting that fits under the brim of both a Metro and Traditional style helmet
- 35 years of uncompromising performance

UK #14619 - 4AA eLED® Flashlight with Rylee Helmet Clip

UK International
Uncompromising Performance Since 1971
www.ukinternational.com
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Just the touch of a button...

...empties your tanker safely. No need for two-man crews, you don't even have to leave your truck!

Our Newton Kwik-Dump Valve, Model 1070 Valve with 5018 Auto Chute (shown) can be electrically or air operated. Just the touch of a button empties your tanker, and gets you on your way - FAST!

Contact us for more information. Brochures and CD-ROMs available.

A.H. Stock Manufacturing Corp.
8402 Center Road
Newton, Wisconsin USA 53063
Phone: 920-726-4211 Fax: 920-726-4214
sales@ahstockmfg.com www.ahstockmfg.com
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